#TR-LR-1910
plate is .400” wide
$44.00

#TR-LR-1710
width is .400”
$44.00

Early Longrifle or Jaeger trigger....................................................................#TR-LR-1910
Suitable for early longrifle triggerguards with a long closed bow, or Jaeger rifle triggerguards
with an open bow, this style of trigger is found on early longrifles from Lancaster County, Berks
County, Virginia, and many German and Austrian Jaeger and Hessian rifles.
The trigger plate is about .400” wide. This double lever double set trigger will fire your lock,
set or unset. This trigger has sufficient backlash to allow the lock to be cocked, before the
trigger is set. Your lock must have a “fly” detent, to allow the use of a set trigger.
#TR-LR-1910
trigger, double lever, double set
only $44.00

Curled double lever double set trigger..........................................................#TR-LR-1710
This double set trigger has a curled end on the front trigger. Shown set, this is the maximum
spacing of the front and rear triggers. Compare this distance to the bow of your triggerguard.
The trigger plate is about .400” wide. Double lever triggers will fire your lock, set or unset. They
have sufficient backlash to allow the lock to be cocked, before the trigger is set. Your lock must
have a “fly” detent. Triggers and bar are wax cast alloy steel. The front spring and mainspring
are spring steel. The bar is finished bright, and triggers and mainspring are tempered blue
black. We stock all spare parts for this nice trigger, made in the U.S.A. by L&R.
#TR-LR-1710
trigger, double lever, double set
only $44.00

Spare parts for Early Longrifle or Jaeger trigger #TR-LR-1900:
We have spare parts for every L&R trigger. Same day shipment from stock, when you order
online. Or call our order desk during business hours, at 763-633-2500. Priority Mail (2 to 3
day delivery) is inexpensive, ideal for shipping small spare parts. We prefer it.
#TR-LR-1710-PL
trigger plate, .400” wide.
$29.99
#TR-LR-1810-FT
trigger, front, tempered
$ 9.00
#TR-LR-19-RT
trigger, rear, tempered
$ 9.00
#TR-LR-17-MS
mainspring, tempered
$ 8.00
#TR-LR-17-MSX
mainspring screw, 6-40
$ 1.50
#TR-LR-1710-FTS
front trigger spring
$ 5.00
#TR-LR-17-TAX
adjustment screw, 2-56
$ 1.50
#TR-LR-1710-BLAX
back lash adjustment screw, hex wrench installed
$ 1.00
#Pin-3-32
trigger pivot pin, 3/32”
$   .50

Spare parts for # TR-LR-1710:
We stock parts for quick repairs to our triggers or to repair or restore fine antique guns.
#TR-LR-1710-PL
trigger plate, .400” wide
$29.99
#TR-LR-17-RT
trigger, rear, tempered
$ 9.00
#TR-LR-1710-FT
trigger, front, tempered
$ 9.00
#TR-LR-17-MS
mainspring, tempered
$ 8.00
#TR-LR-17-MSX
mainspring screw, 6-40
$ 1.50
#TR-LR-1710-FTS
front trigger spring
$ 5.00
#TR-LR-17-TAX
adjustment screw, 2-56
$ 1.50
#TR-LR-1710-BLAX
back lash adjustment screw, hex wrench installed
$ 1.00
#Pin-3-32
trigger pivot pin, 3/32”
$ .50

#TR-LR-1810
plate is .400” wide
$44.00

#TR-LR-Bedford
plate is .400” wide
$55.00

Straight double lever double set trigger................................................#TR-LR-1810
Made with shorter triggers and no curl at front, these double lever set triggers will fit
within a smaller triggerguard bow. Shown set, this is the maximum spacing of the front
and rear triggers. The trigger plate is .400” wide. Double lever triggers work set or unset.
They have sufficient backlash to allow the lock to be cocked before the trigger is set. Your
lock must have a “fly” detent, to allow the use of a set trigger.
#TR-LR-1810
trigger, double lever, double set
only $44.00

Bedford County double set trigger..........................................................#TR-LR-Bedford
Made with more petite triggers, and with a curved trigger plate, this double lever double
set trigger was designed by L&R to fit our precision inlet Bedford County rifle stock. Best for
a longrifle with a profile requiring a curved trigger plate. Double lever triggers will fire your
lock, set or unset. This trigger has sufficient backlash to allow the lock to be cocked before
the trigger is set. Your lock must have a “fly” detent, to allow the use of set triggers.
#TR-LR-Bedford
trigger, curved, for Bedford County
only $55.00

Spare parts for #TR-LR-1810:
Spare trigger parts, same day shipment from stock!
#TR-LR-1710-PL
trigger plate, .400” wide
#TR-LR-1810-FT
trigger, front, tempered
#TR-LR-17-RT
trigger, rear, tempered
#TR-LR-17-MS
mainspring, tempered.
#TR-LR-17-MSX
mainspring screw, 6-40
#TR-LR-1710-FTS
front trigger spring
#TR-LR-17-TAX
adjustment screw, 2-56
#TR-LR-1710-BLAX
back lash adjustment screw, hex wrench installed
#Pin-3-32
trigger pivot pin, 3/32”

Spare parts for # TR-LR-Bedford:
All parts except those listed here are the same as the #1710 trigger.
#TR-LR-Bed-PL
trigger plate .400 wide
#TR-LR-Bed-FT
trigger, front, tempered
#TR-LR-Bed-RT
trigger, rear, tempered
#TR-LR-17-MS
mainspring, tempered
#TR-LR-17-MSX
mainspring screw, 6-40
#TR-LR-1710-FTS
front trigger spring
#TR-LR-17-TAX
adjustment screw, 2-56
#TR-LR-1710-BLAX
back lash adjustment screw, hex wrench installed
#Pin-3-32
trigger pivot pin, 3/32”

$29.99
$ 9.00
$ 9.00
$ 8.00
$ 1.50
$ 5.00
$ 1.50
$ 1.00
$ .50

349

$31.50
$10.00
$10.00
$ 8.00
$ 1.50
$ 5.00
$ 1.50
$ 1.00
$ .50

